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TechTool Pro is a full featured diagnostic and repair utility that can check your software, hardware, and peripherals for problems. If TechTool Pro 
finds problems with your Mac, it will let you know and will provide straightforward advice on how to proceed. If the problems are of a type that may 
be repairable, then TechTool Pro will offer you the option to attempt repairs. 

TechTool Pro has a number of automatic checks and routines that run in the background. These will forewarn you of impending problems and 
will increase the chances of successful data recovery and repair in the case of disaster. These automatic features are fully configurable by the user. 

TechTool Pro also includes a number of features that allow you to more effectively work with your computer and data. These include defragmen-
tation and optimization to enhance 
drive performance, data recovery 
routines to rescue data from dam-
aged drives, and Wipe Data to se-
curely delete sensitive information. 
You can even set up an emergency 
boot partition on your drive (without 
reinitializing your drive) that includes 
TechTool Pro. Then, if problems 
arise, you can boot from the emer-
gency partition and use TechTool Pro 
to attempt data recovery and/ or 
repairs. 

TechTool Pro is a 64-bit applica-
tion which means it can take full 
advantage of your Mac’s 64-bit pro-
cessor. This provides greater memory 
allocation size for RAM testing, Vol-
ume Rebuild, and Volume Opti-
mization. 

The following will be a more in-
depth look at these and other tools 
that come with TechTool Pro. 

User Interface  
Once you open TechTool Pro, it automatically runs several hardware tests and shows the results in a row of five diagnostic dials for your Mac’s 

USB, Cache, Processor, Network, and Thunderbolt speeds (look at the top Figure #1). The bottom part of the opening window displays the Com-
puter Configuration (your computer type and which hard drives and SSDs are attached) along with some of the tests that can be run listed along the 
left of the window. At the bottom of the opening window is a bar graph for each installed processor. This displays processor usage in real-time.  

At the top left corner of the TechTool Pro window are three buttons for Tests, Tools, and Reports. Let’s take a closer look at each of these three op-
tions: 

Test Category 
1. The “Check Computer” option will run a suite of tests on your computer and on attached drives and volumes. These tests check your files, 

hardware components, etc. If you are in a hurry and don’t want to run all of the tests, you can run individual tests. An explanation of each test is 
listed below (in list numbers 2 - 13). 

2. Memory test: Since almost every operation performed on a computer passes through its RAM (Random Access Memory), its accuracy is criti-
cal to the proper operation of your Mac. The RAM is extremely susceptible to damage from static electricity, moisture in the air, overheating, 

Figure #1. This is TechTool Pro’s opening window that shows a row of five diagnostic dials across the 
top, the available “Test” on the left, and a graphic representation of your computer along with all of its 
attached hard drives on the right.



and thermal fluctuations. So it is crucial that you perform 
tests to be sure it is working properly. 

3. Surface Scan: This test checks the surface of your hard 
drive(s) for bad blocks. FYI: All hard disks have a few bad 
blocks when they are manufactured. These are “mapped-
out” by the manufacturer at the factory or when a drive is 
reinitialized using the “zero all data” option. Once a bad 
block is mapped out, data is no longer written to that de-
fective area of the disk. Bad blocks can not store data reli-
ably. This test will let you know the number of bad blocks 
that it encountered along with the names of any files that 
reside in an area that has a bad block (Figures 2&3). 

4. SMART Check: TechTool Pro will read the SMART pa-
rameters of ATA and SATA hard drives. FYI: SMART 
stands for Self Monitoring Analysis and Reporting Tech-
nology. Drives that are SMART equipped are monitored 
for unusual behavior such as disk performance, calibration, 
bad sectors, CRC data errors, disk spin-up time, the dis-
tance between the head and the disk, etc. Anything out of 
the ordinary is a clue that your drive may be on the way 
out, so it is time to back up your important information 
before your drive fails. 

5. Partition Map: The Partition Map verification checks the 
partition map layout, EFI System Partition, Core Storage 
Physical Volume partition, and provisioning of space for 
boot loaders. 

6. Volume Structures: There are a number of invisible files, 
settings, and parameters that the Mac file system uses to 
locate files, free disk space, and for other maintenance rou-
tines on Macintosh volumes. These are known as the 
“Volume Structures.” The Catalog and Disk Directory are 
part of the volume structures. These keep track of the fold-
ers and folder hierarchy on a volume, and where your files 
are stored on a volume. If these get corrupted, your files may 
be lost or damaged. TechTool Pro will scan for struc-
ture problems and then try to repair any problem 
that are found. 

7. Video Memory: Your computer’s VRAM must be 
fully functional for graphics to be correctly displayed. 
Damaged VRAM can cause missing bits, screen 
noise, system lock ups, or freezes. This test will exer-
cise the VRAM to try and locate any problems. 

8. Fans Test: Most computers have one or more fans 
that try to keep your Mac’s processors and hard drives 
cool. The Fans Test (Figure 4) will modulate the 
speed of the fans (up and then back down) to be sure 
that your Mac can utilize its fan(s) to increase cooling 
if needed. BTW: You can actually hear the fans 
revving up and down during the test. 

9. Sensors Test: Macs have a number of sensors that are 
used to monitor temperatures, voltages, power, and 
currents of the motherboard and various compo-
nents that are on or attached to it. The Sensors Test 

Figure 4. The Fan Test will rev up the speed of the fans in your Mac (my Mac has 
four fans) to verify that your Mac can utilize its fans to increase cooling if needed.

Figure 3. I followed the TechTool Pro manual’s instructions to zero out the 
Hitachi drive so all of the bad blocks would be mapped out. Afterward I 
rescanned it. Sure enough, it passed this time - no bad blocks were reported.

Figure 2. The Surface Scan tests your drives for bad blocks. All bad blocks 
(and the file names that reside at that block) will be listed on the right of the 
Surface Scan Results window. As you can see, 112 bad blocks were discov-
ered on my drive - so my drive failed this test.



gathers the reported values and compares 
them to a database of known minimum 
and maximum values. 

10. Battery Test: All laptops and iOS devises 
have batteries, and batteries can fail (iOS 
devices must be connected via a cable prior 
to launching TechTool Pro). The Batteries 
Test will report the condition of your bat-
tery along with other important statistics. 

11. File Structures: This test checks a variety of 
file types for corruption. If there is anything 
unusual, TechTool Pro lets you know 
which files may be corrupted. Since Tech-
Tool Pro wouldn’t know how the file was 
corrupted, you are advised to manually 
replace that file. 

12. BlueTooth: This performs a hardware test 
on all Bluetooth adapters to confirm proper 
functionality and connectivity. 

13. Network Interfaces: Failures of Ethernet, 
Thunderbolt, FireWire, Wi-Fi, etc. inter-
faces can result in lost internet connections. The Network Interfaces Test scans each active network adapter for connectivity and reports any 
problems that it finds. 

The Tools Category 
The previous tests were for diagnostic purposes. The next set of tools are for repair, data recovery, file & volume defragmentation, etc.: 

1. eDrive: You can create a small bootable emergency startup partition (a.k.a. an eDrive) on one of your drives or partitions - without first having 
to reformat the destination drive/volume (Figure 5). The eDrive contains a basic macOS System along with a copy of TechTool Pro. Once it is 
created, if there is a problem with your startup volume, you can quickly reboot to the eDrive and run repairs. 

2. TechTool Protogo: TechTool Protogo (as in: Pro-to-go) can create bootable drives that contains a minimal system, TechTool Pro, Disk Utility, 
and several other utilities. 

3. Why would you want to use TechTool Protogo when you can create and eDrive on your laptop? Well, most laptops are limited in hard drive 
space. So you may not want to lose any of this precious space to an emergency partition that you may or may not need to use. But just in case 
an emergency ever does happen, you can create a bootable Protogo system on a portable device and then put it in your laptop bag. From then 
on, you are covered for any future emergencies.

4. Partition Map: This will repair partition map components such as the Map layout, EFI System partitions, Core Storage Physical Volume parti-
tions, and provisioning of space for boot loaders. 

5. Volume Rebuild: Your Mac’s Volume Structures keep track of where your files and folders reside on your hard drive(s). If there is a problem 
with the volume structures, Volume Rebuild will attempt to build new volume structures from scratch, fully optimizing the directory data struc-
tures as it does so.  

6. File Optimization: A badly fragmented drive can make your drive work harder to read your files (since bits of the files are scattered all over your 
hard drive), this slows down its performance. The File Optimization tool displays the amount of file fragmentation your volume has plus it can 
be used to defragment the files on your volume. FYI: File Optimization supports Mac OS Extended volumes only.  Not APFS volumes. Also, 
Starting in macOS 10.13, File Optimization is not available on the physical disk containing the startup volume. A TechTool Protogo device or 
eDrive on a separate physical disk can be used to run File Optimization on these disks. 

7. Volume Optimization: This tool defragments your volume by grouping all of your files together at the beginning of your drive and all of the 
free space grouped at the end of your drive. FYI: Volume Optimization supports Mac OS Extended volumes only 

8. Volume Cloning: Volume Cloning creates exact duplicates of your volumes, thus backing up all of your data and applications. Cloning vol-
umes can also be helpful if you are upgrading from a smaller size hard drive to a larger drive. You have the options of creating a duplicate of an 
entire disk, file syncing by adding only the changed files to a clone, or cloning to numerous disc image formats. If the disk that is being cloned 
from is a startup volume, the clone will also be bootable. FYI: Volume Cloning is only available on systems running macOS 10.5 or later. 

9. Snapshot Recovery: Apple’s APFS file system includes a Snapshot feature which captures the state of the filesystem at particular points in time. 
Snapshots can be mounted and traversed much like a regular volume. Files that have since been deleted from the volume can be recovered, as 
long as that file is included in a snapshot. The Snapshot Recovery tool provides access to these snapshots to assist in data recovery on APFS vol-

Figure 5. Using the eDrive Configuration tool, you can create a small emergency startup 
partition that contains a basic macOS System along with a copy of TechTool Pro. 



umes. In addition, the Snapshot Recovery tool (in concert with the Snap-
shot Usage feature in TechTool Protection) can be used to create additional 
snapshots that can last longer than those created by the file system automati-
cally and provide better data redundancy. 

Any APFS volumes will be listed in the drop down menu at the top of the 
configuration pane. When a volume is selected, any current snapshots will be 
listed in the snapshot table. More information about each snapshot is avail-
able in a tool tip that appears when hovering the mouse over a snapshot. 

10. Data Recovery: These tools help you recover accidentally trashed files or 
folders or recover files and folders from a corrupted volume that no longer 
mounts on the Desktop. The options in Data Recovery work in conjunc-
tion with the data saved in TechTool Pro’s Directory Backup files and Trash 
History. 

11. Wipe Data: When you trash an item, only the directory location of that file 
or folder is deleted. The file is still on the hard drive, thus it is recoverable 
unless it has been overwritten by a new file. But if you use the Wipe Data 
tool, these files can be overwritten 1, 3, 7, or 35 times to be sure it is securely 
deleted. BTW: Sometimes I want to do a fast one time zeroing out of a vol-
ume. If I was using Apple’s Disk Utility to zero out a volume, it requires a 
two time pass, thus taking twice as long. That’s why I like using TechTool 
Pro to do any zeroing out of drives or volumes. 

12. Volume Journaling: This is a feature of the HFS+ file system which is sup-
ported by macOS 10.2.2 and above. This protects against volume structure problems and the need to test for or repair them after an improper 
shutdown. 

13. Disk Permissions: This tool verifies and repairs disk permissions on your system volume. FYI: The macOS no longer supports repairing disk 
permissions as of macOS High Sierra (10.13) 

14. Processor Check: This tool benchmarks your Mac’s processor performance using industry-standard benchmarking algorithms. 
15. Local Network: This will list the Bonjour enabled devices that are running on your local network. This tool lists the IP addresses of all network 

devices as well as the port number of any services running on the selected device. Handheld devices such as iPhones, iPod touches and iPads will 
only appear in the Local Network device list if they are running iOS 5 or later, which enables Bonjour support. 

16. Video: This tool includes options for checking your computer’s display and FaceTime compatible cameras. 
17. Audio: This tool helps you vary the Volume, Frequency and Balance of your audio output signal. 

Reports Category 
As TechTool Pro performs its various tests and other functions, it keeps track of what is done and the results obtained. This information is saved in 

the  “Reports” category. Detailed results of every test can be displayed in the report, as well as advice on how to proceed if problems are found.  

The TechTool Protection Pane 
The TechTool Pro Pane - found in the System Preferences (Figure 6), lets you configure which test it will automatically run in the background and 

on which of your drives it is to run the test on. From then on it will periodically run test on your hardware and backup volume directories. 
You can configure the Protection pane to track deleted files, monitor the free space on your hard drives, save backups of critical directory data to 

help with recovery in the event of drive corruption, and to monitor the SMART routines of your hard drives. Checks include scanning for i/o errors, 
power on self-test alerts, battery problems and RAID errors. If problems are found, Protection delivers onscreen and email alerts. 

Additional information about APFS compatibility can be found on the Micromat web site. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: TechTool Pro along with its eDrive and TechTool Protogo are a handy set of tools to help prevent and hopefully repair problems with 

your computer. I have used it for around 10 years and I am satisfied with its performance. 
Requires: Intel-based Macs. Mac OS X 10.11 - 10.15, 2 GB RAM or higher.   
Company: Micromat  
Street Price:  TechTool Pro - $129.99, 10 user Business Pack: $249;  
Sale until Nov. 14th 2020: Use the coupon code FallBack2020 to save 20% in the store 

Figure 6. TechTool’s Protection System Pane can be used to 
configure TechTool Pro’s automatic background test.

http://www.micromat.com/support/knowledge-base/techtool-pro-12-knowledge-base/apfs-support-status
https://www.micromat.com/

